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ABSTRACT

This study reports the results of- acontent analysis of newspaper
advertisements used by banks before, during and after a major' bank collapse.
Issues of the Knoxville (TN) News.Sentinel in 1982, 1983 and 1984 were
analyzed for bank sponsored product and non-produdt advertisements. The
advertisements were studied for type, size and content relating to
categories of non-produdt or institutional advertising. Theodata indicatee
that Knoxville bankS responded to the commUnity banking ,crisis by increas-
ing the number.4f add .dUring the crisis period but did not continuethe
increased activity in 1984. Moreover, product ads contained elements Ofr,
non-product content, ,but the number of nonIprOduct ads did not increase
markedly during any time period,when compqred with industry-wide standards,

'The ten categories of traditionil nOp-product advertising. appeared in '
the ads studied but, only four categories -- service capabilitiegroconomid
resources, physical resources and growth history".-appeared with high frequency

. in all.ads, regard-Ms of whether the ads were coded as service or institutional
ads. Fpr the bank ads studied,'this may indicate that traditional product adS'
may be utilizineknon-product content i selected topic areas. In a time of

IIN4
bank crisis with possible. repercussions of mist-rust from the community, the
Knoxville b-nks appeared to emphasize ho well the banking, industry could
serve the ,.....-.)ple of Knoxville. Ecandmic trog:4;es were not addressed as bhe
low.trequendy of Corporate emergencies cate attests. Strewth and growth
potential. did appear in the adbobut not'inidonjunction with any banking problems
the-community may haVe been facia. 41.

r-e)

.Institutional ads which were Used by'the banks contained traditional
/ content, particularly in the mergers and diversifications, physicalpresources,

growth. history, .organization namechange and-corporate emergencies categories.
The frequency of institutional ad use did" not differ markedly from survey
report4 of overall non-product ad use in this service industry. ThuA, re-
gardless of the banking crisis, the Knoxville banks did not apparently in-
crease institutional ad use in proportions different Prom other merican

", banking institutions.
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=, The badking induitry in the United:States has been subjected recently '

4-

to a variety of pressures not ,experienced since the GrtNat Depression. de-
.

.regulation, increased competition for investor funds ancrintersta,te bank-

ing are just a ,few ofAe changes that America's oldest service indUstry

e.

*

has undergone in the last- decade. Kleppner (1979) has noted that banks

are indeed a "service" industry because few, ,if any, consumer products are

offered by.banks. Banking has traditionally relied heavily on an intangible=

-public tryst--to obtainand keep customers.

Economic pressures have fplaced,ditional burkiens on the banking

industm an the maintenance of this public trusty One such pressure is the

increase in ,bank failures. A Wall Street Journal article (Stipp, 198 ..

. -

Outlined the magnitude o\this problem. . .

\ .

. . .

Su,ch burdeni,have increased recently as banks continue to collapie
at a rate unequaled since the Depression. In the past'three years,
the FDIC's estimated losses of $2.4 billion frOm bank'collapses are
more than four times'the agency's total losses during the preceding -

47 years..More than 40 banks have failed so far this yea'', compai.ed
, with 10 in 1980. The agency ib currently liquidating more than 200

banks and controlling assets' approaching $5 billion. (p. 1) *

1

!

. I
A failing financia/ inseitution cannot be considered an isolated event;

. .

especially within the boundaries f a community op --eve a state as the recent

(March, 1985), collapse of the Oh, osavings and loans have illustrated. ,The

0.4

'recurring image is that6cof.the domin effect.
f

Econom ic Ircessity and the banking3industry's drive for greater.
profits, and growth have led in recent years to a sharp jump i9rwheeling
and dealing among banks in loan sales, parti,cipations and syddicationi.
The gentlemen's agreements often facilitated the deals. The trend has
ford so marklinks between banks that the failure' or troubles of one
bank nowadays often arm many.9thells, at a time when the' number of
failed and problem b nks is snowballing.1.The domino effect is making
bank failures more c y aid difficult to contain. (p. 1, June 1,)1983).
The Wall Street Journal devoted an entire section ocr itg,June.22, 1984

edition to the crisis in U.S. banking resulting from unpaid foreign loans.
a

The graphic illustration dominating the first page of the section was one

of collapsing dominoes.

4
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Increa ingly; banks and other financial institutions are turning to

advertising professionals in order to effectivelyjrespond totai4ceting an

. ,

tht prqblems aad opportunities afforded by`the curient,fiscal climate.)

i

Maresca ()983),has observed:

The marketing fever has hit these ve'ierable segments of the
'.0ervice sector 000 Banks are convinced that they must give more of

the same--more service--but of a different kind. So nowthe world
of commercial, banking is in the testing states of a'piuotal period
in its budihess development...The point will be-'obvious. What
marketing has ascertained is that banks are not in the moridy
ebusiness. They are, as they always have been, in the service
business. And it is the marketing of the service that is the
prbduct they must focus on if they are' to grow and prosper. (p. 13),

Telling the service story &Ting a period of financial uncertainty for

'an institutionitLt primarily relies on, an image of confidence trust and
$ ,

stability for maintaining cudtomers i,a-complex undertaking.: One of the
-

! /

advertising toad that
.

service industries,like banks ma* turn to more 4

increasingly -is the useof non-product advertising.
ti

AltEbugh AT&Twas.the first to non-product advertising in a 1908
\

of this advertising fok did not begin until the mid=1970sad, widespread use

(Garbett, 1981,

1 ti

39). As a newcomer to the advertisihg'field, non2product

advemsing sefers from a lack, of clear definition. .Cutlip and center

A
(1978) noted tht_ nonl.product dvertising has been ft'lLed such ;lames as .

publid service advertising,lpubl C relations advertising, identity adverw
a

ti:sing and advocacy advertAing. These authors defined nob- product adver-

d v4

tising as "Advertising -a company's nate and reputation throUgh purchased

0
Space or time" (1) 22).

* N
, ) ..

... .

Garbett (1.981) observes that norproduct advertising "is one of thee 8

n .

sloppiest.terms in the languageof advertising", Cp. 3).

.1n fact, definition is a major hurdle, for anyone working-ih -

trie field because there is no agreed-upon term for this kind of
Advertisi?lig. This lack of definition affects the reliability of
stetistics and causes wide variations in surveys and reports.
(p.

- 2 -)
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Garbett;(181) prefers the term corporate advertising which he

definei as meeting one or more of the"fellowing qualificatiots:

1. ,To educate infoim
company's policies
and standards;

9,

, or imppells the public with regard to the
functionA. facilities, objectives? ideals .

. .

2. To .build favorable -opinion., the coma by stressing the
competence-of the company's manag ent, ts scientific know - host,'

manufacturpg skills, technological progrels, product Improve-
ments:, and contribution to.social vancem t and public welfare;
and, on the other hand, to offset unfavorably'' and

negative attitudes; .

0

. To build up the investment utilities of the company's securities 4

or to improve its financial s ructure;

4
4,.. To sell.the company as a /Ow} place in which to work, often in a

way designed to appeal to college -graduates oe.to people with
certain skills. 4p; 13).

The lack of widely accepteidefinitions of non-product'advertising
\ * e

.

alsi# rept.3,fts in the lick ofcansensus on the goals of such advertising.
i. .

Kleppner (179) noted that tie four primary Ou'rposes*of non-product adver- .*

tising wereto dispel a misconception; toshow what the compariSr is doing,

for the future; to alert the public to a problem; and, to support not-for-

profit and public, interest causes.

Garbett (1982) identified the following possible goals for.nonTproduct

advertising: .boost sales, hold employees, recruit profasSionals,'Increase

O

price of stock and get people to Aderstanct you. Sachs (1981)fsurveyed ,

, e0. --.
corporate advertisers who used non...product advertising and found the to

. ,-- 6.... .

three objectives, of such advertisincampaign4 were:. .

I

1. To improve or maintain company reputation and good will;

2. To provide overall marketing support for gbods and/or services;
4

3. To enharde the business interests or profitability of the
company. (p. 15).

Sachs c- ncluded that "Corporate advertising differs from product advertisiN4.

only in the means employed, but not in the e5ds. pothlpre meant to accom-

plesh marketing tasks" (p. 15). .

no,
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lufweys'on,the use of non-prtdUct advertising in American corporations

.

have been conducted in recent years. Sichs*,(1981) surveyed,a0ertising

executives in the goo largest manufacturing companies and.thetop10 firms

in 'the service industries. lie foCInd that 41 percenf the consumer goods

manufacturers,

percent dt" the

66 percent of the- industrial goodspaneacturere, and 65

service industriqs used non-product advertising. Garbett

(1982) found that of the n4ion's 500 largest idduqtrial companiesY244

used non-product adver;flising irIL1980. Dardenne (1983) found that corporate

expendlturds for non-product advertising dropped 4.5 percent from 1981.6

levels, representing-the fil-st decrease in expenditures since 1976. This

Tesearcher'found that a Oift in preNarence for/coilporate advertising forms

had occurred -- "Advocacy is waning and tarket preAration is' waxing" (p. 33).

Garbett (1982) identified reasons why corporate adVertissts may, be

relcuctant to use non-product advertiing. Major reasons centered' on the

desire `to' keep a low iprofile, the belief that the additicial adyertising
.

costs do not result in increased/'sales and the notion-that non-product ad-

vertising has no tangible pay-off.

of corporations who,use non-produOt

Garbett points out that the stock price%

advertising have significantly' increased,
I

especiall. in up radrkeits. Garbet also notes that the tack of keeping a
t.

low profile ma be dafterous, particularly in crisis periiods.

The less filled out a compariy's image is, the more subject that
image is to wild distortions. It is.important to give people whose
good opinion business depends on a complete view of a corporation
and its positive role in society, not just through cofPorate adver-
tising but through all channels of corporate communications. (p. 104)

Secause non-product Overtisingldoes not center on a specifiCconsumer

producVbut other abstract pr intangible aspects of an organization, it

may be particularly useful to the banking industKLMoreover, public, and'

consequently, investor trust in a banking institution is'severely tested

durin:a crisis situation. Garbett's suggestion (1982) that a consistent

- 4 - )
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use of well-planned non-product or corporfte-advertisiing mayialle7iate

panic or rumor in,criais situations may by per: cularly applicable to

banks as economic changes ,continue to affect .),ustry.

The opportunity to study the use of advertising pefore, during and

after an actual banking crisis became available in'connection with the now

welfknown bank collapse of the United Amer:ican and C &.0 banks in Knoxville,

Tennessee,, during 1983.. At the beginning of 1983, the Kncxville community

had th, services of seven banks; by year's end, two of these 'seven banks .

would have collapsed and two others have merged. The collapse of the

United Amican and C &'C banks.were the third and fourth largest bank'

'failures in the United States Since the Depression (Krakoviak, May 28, 1983).

J

The widely reported financial troubles of the1utcher banking family created.
. )

uncertainty regarding the'finanggl stability of the Knoxville, and to, some
/'

%

extent the Tennessee,, banking community. Studying advertising, both product

and non-product, during a crisis situation may prove helpful in. determining

how this tool may be useful in planning the oVerell, communioations progrps

N 44%

of the barAciag industry in these Volatile economic times.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Considering t4e circumstances surrounding banking institutions during

1

the Knoxville bank failures episode, the following questions guided the

research:

1. Did the use of product and non-product adverpis ng by Knoxville

banks change significantly before, during and/or after tte crisis period?

2. What categories of non-product advertising, occurred.most frequently

and with what emphasis?

3. What marketing stategies died the Knoxville barks utilize during

the crisis period and how were these strategies translated into product and

non-product advertisemeLts?

- 5
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4. Did product or service-oriented advertisbments used by Knoxville

4

I

1 I

batiks contain any elements of institutional advertising? If so, which

categories and with what emphasis?

METHODS ..,

4

,

A content analysisof newspaper advertisements for banks in the Knox-

ville metropolitan area wits conduCted. Newspapers were used for study be-
%

cause this medium appears to be the most widely used for noopproduct ad-

vertising. ,Sachs (1981) found that "corporate advertising is print-

oriented" with 49 percent of hip'survey respondents using newspapers as

an advertising vehicle. Dardenne (190) found that, Use of advertising in

such piint.media as Sunday newspapee supplements was up 44'percent from

her previous study. Banks have been heavy advertisers in,daily newspapers',

according to a report in Market and Media Decisions (1940), due in pa4 to

their desire to reach mid-to-upper income persons'in the 45 and older age

range.

The unit
of

analysis was the individliplbank ads from the following

banks and their holding companies, if applicable: First Tennessee Bank,

United American, CI& C Bank, Valley Fidelity Bank, First American Bank,

Bank of Knoxville and Park National Bank. The ads were obtained fi,om

microfilmed issues of the Knoxville News Sentinel for three time periods.

Since this content analysis is a trend study of advertisin4 used by the

. /
tabove banks before, during and dater the banking crisis period. each J3S1.16

44 .

of the News Sentinel was examined for the fOTioWintime.periods:

January, 1982-June 1984, January, 1983-June, 1983; January, 1984-June, 1984.
.

The News Se Knoxvillethe only Knoxvie newspaper which is published seven

days a wee a was chosen for analysis for this reason.

For this stud; non- roduCt advertisin is labeled institutional adver-

tising. bEach advertise int identified was analyzed asa whole for the
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following attributes: size (measured in column inches); predominant type

of ad (product /service oriented; institutional; Other); and content.

Product or service ads are defined as focused°on a specific banking

Service or product such as loans, checking accounts, savings accounts,

Ws, money market accounts, CDs, trusts, credit cards and/or investment

services, etc. Institutional ads are'.defined as focused on the image,

attributes and identity of a bank and not 'primarilz on a banking product

or service..

Content categories for the ads were derived from Seitel's (1084)°ten

J

categories of non-product advertisements. (p. 256) After pretesting., a

final eleven content categories were identified and a coding form with

expanded descriptors for each category was created. A copy of the complete'

coding form can be obtained from the first author.

All ads for this stydy, regardless of wheter they were initially,

identified as product ir institutional, were analyzed for content using

these.categor...0.. In addition, coders rated each category using a.three-

point scale of DOMINANT, PASSING MENTION AND NOT PRESENT or each of the

ads. One of the questions the researchers hoped to answer was whether

product ads actually contained elements or non7product advertising for

the banks studied. Zotti (1983) has suggested that ads which combine the

two elements may be the most effective. "What worked best of all were

'financial-plus-corporate' ads that combined a few pertinent facts on p.3r-
s->s

formance with a reasonably convincing explanation of the company's plans"

(p. m11).

Coders each analyzed one month's issue of the News 'Sentinel for the

time periods specified. Undergraduate public relations majors were used

as corm w. Training,sessions were conducted to explain coding procedures.

A randomly drawn sample of ten percent of the coding forms completed by

-
.1 0
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the original,coders'were recoded by a set of independent coders to test

intercoddr reliability. Using"Holsti's (1969) method for testing inter-

'coder reliab ity, a .9'8 coefficient of reliability was found for dete)-

mining-aetype and'a 78 coefficient was found in coding the content

categories.

In addition, results of interviews with marketing direqtors of banks

involved.in the KnoXville crisis Were obtained to further illunipate how
ti

advertising was used, particularly during 1983.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The content ahalrsis of the Knoxville.News Sentinel for the issues

specified yielded a total of 479 ads for the banks studied. Of the 463

ads codedas servtce'or Institutional, 310 (66 pei'cent) were service ads

and 153 (33 pertent) were institutional. Table 1 shows frequency, per=

centages and ratings of all ads by ten contene'.categories. The eleventh

content category dealing with use

not reported on Table 1. A total

only the fbIC logo 4n ad content.

appeared in the first 12 pages of,

of the FederWInsurance Statement is

of 74 percent of the ads studied used

Ninpty,four percent of the ads studied

the"newspaper edition studiled.

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

The category most frliaquently found in all the ads studied was service caps-

bilities followqd by the economic resources,
4

physical resources and growth

history categories. Moredirer, except for the growth history category, these

top four content categories were rated as dominant in the ad content. It
1.

is notable that the category of corporate emergencies was found in only 1.4

-percent of the ads studied. Although tie banks studied were going through

a crisis period, it appears they did not choose to use advertising to direct-

ly address any problems they may have been experiencing.

- a '4
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Table' 2 summarizes the use of service and institutional ads by bank

and year. The most. frequent advertiser was First Tennessee followed closely.

by the Bank Of Knoxville..While.all the banksstUdied used institutipnal.

. ads to some extent, the most frequerit;uiiir was the Bank of Knoxville fellow-

ed by First. Tennessee and First American, the lattie two had 22 ads each.

C & C Bank and United American had the least number of ads, 'possibly- reflect-

ing

-

ing their defunct'staius in 1984.

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE I-

According to the data, the number of service ads was.fairly stake

between 1982 and 1983 for C & C and Park banks but changed'dramacically fgr

the Bank of Knoxville and First Tennessee, whih more than tripled the
I

'umber of service ads in this time peiod: Tie numbir of service ads der-

creased from 1982 to 1983 for Valley and,C & C banks. For all the banks

using service ads in 1984, the number of ads decreased from 1983 levels,

except for First American.

Use of'institutional ads during the 1982 and 1983 time periods showed

increases for the Bank of Knoxville, First Tennessee, First American, United
e4

American and Park. It is notable tDat First Tennessee went fro ing no /

institutional ads in 1i82 to using nine in 1983;4:irst American went frdm 1

in 1982 to 17 in 1983. The two banks which would collapse in 1983, C & C

and United American, had comparatively fes.4 institutional ads. C & C

decreaJed, institutional use t1-1983 from 1982 levels and United AmeLcan

went fi,om a modest 2 in 1982 to 4 in 1983. For 1984, all the panics except

'-'irstlennessee ''screased their use of institutional ads.

A more revealing picture of ad use is,gained when frequency is calculated

by month and year. Tables 3 and 4 show the number of service/Product ads

and institutional ads, respectively, by month and year. For both types of

- 9 -
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ads, there was an increase in frequency in 1983 that was not equaled by

A

either the preceding or following year. Moreo/er, February, 150, showed

a marked increase in both ad categories. February was the beginning of the

United America} and C & C bank collapses, and it appears that the amount

of advertising used by the banks also increased. Twenty percent of the

institutional ads identified in this study appearedin the month of

February, 1983. No other single month in this study had a higher frequencY.

Total frequency of ad use in-both the service and institutional ad categories

INSERT TABLES 3 and 4 ABOUT HERE)

IMO

NV.d not return to even 1981-levels following the bank collapsel, again reflect-

ing the changed number. of advertising during 1984..

Although First Tennessee had the most nuraber of service ads Iliad the

second highest number of institutional ads in thid study, Anne Hart, director

of marketing and public affiars at First Tennessee' Bank, explained that the

banking crisis in Knoxville precipitated no change in the bank's marketing

strategy and that the bank's'policy was to use only product advertising.

Jon Rymer, assistant vice president of marketing of Park National Bank,

likewise stated that his bank did not use a "mass media approach' to reach-
,

ing itslargely commercial Or corporte customer. Rymer stated that Park's

advertising,Nwhich was the third most frequent in this study, merely "keeps

our visibility."

First American's senior vice president of marketing,Tom Potter said

that his bank mounted no special advertising campaign as a result of the

Knoxville banking crisis. First American's emphasis on corporate clients

made advertising in the

Joseph Bacon, vice

mass media less.imporWt, according to Potter.

president of marketin,g\at Bank of Knoxville, said

that his bank's advertising campaign had been panned prior to the tank

- 10-
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collapses. Howevet4, during the crisis period, Bacon suggested that a
;ft

bank had to let the public know thatifit was a "good bank, safe bank and
. .

eager to serve customers." Bacon said the Bank of Knoxville always tried

'to develop ads which would promote the Linage of the bank and sell the

bank's services.

Only one bank in Knoxville admittedly designed a special aditertising

campaign/in response to the financial problems in the Knoxyille i,ng

commu ty. Jo Matherne, vice president of marketing for,Valley Fidelity

Sank, said his bank had designed ak strategic campaign to sell its product
k

.strengths. Matherne said the Campaign was designed to maintain-the con-

fidence of the people of KnoiVille and to show them that United American

Bank's problems were not representative of every bank in Knoxville.

"Strategically, we saw that it would be a good chance to capitalize

on the opportunity to sell the strengths of our bank. We wanted to seize

the opportunity to tell them (consumers) that we had had a very good year,'

and that we were a strong bank. We were touting our own strengths while

at the same.time saying we were a strong bank."
6

Frequency of ad use reveals only part of the total picture. It is

important to know what conten;:. the ads emphasized as well. One purpose of

this study was to examine the use of elements of non-product advertising in

traditional product ads. Of the eleven content categories,studied, the

4 1_,

service capability category appeared with most frequency in the ads studied.

Table 5 displays a breakdown for service/product ads and institutional ads

by bank which contained this content category. The service capabilities

category had a dominant emphasis in 276 (89 percent) of the total 310 service

ads which were cadedas having elements of this category. For institutional

ads which were coded as having service capability content, 64 (41.8 percent)

of the total 106 were also rated as having dominant content in this category.

11

14
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I pus, it appears the Knoxville banks emphasized customer service content

above all else.

A.

INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE

The content category which had the second highest frequency was the

economic resource: category. )Table 6 depicts the use of this content'

category by ad type and bank. Although this content category appeared

frequently,. it wasmore likely to be given a passing mention rather than

a dominant rating. Of the 163 Service ads which con,taiffed this category,

1,03 (63 percent) were coded with .the passinfsmention rating. When

. institutional ads were coded as containing this category, however, 74

78 percent) of the 95 institutional ads with economic resource= content

were assigned a dominant rating. Thus, service ads, which may not tradi-
-

tionally use this area of content, did so but without allowing the content

category to dominate the overall ad.

It is interesting to examine how the Knoxville banks used the economic

resources content in actual ads, particularly during the banking crisis

period. During the height of the banking crisis in February, 1983, Park

National Bank ran an ad titled "Excellence in the business of banking." It

stated:

So now that banking is complicated, and you want one bank to
trust...it's simple.

First American Bank ran an April, 1983 ad titled "First Ameridan

Corporation. At theright place at the right time with the right balance

sheet." The ad content goes on to say "First: American Corporation has the

financial strength to take advanage of tomorrow's opportunities." A

later First American ad emphapized the bank's financial security by stating

"First American Corporation. One of-the strongest banking organizations

serving one of the nation's strongest regions."

1
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The Bank of Knoxville also put a heavy emphasis upon strength and

financial security. Its statements of condition used such phrases as,

"Sound financial practices, capital strength," "We wish to draw your

attention to the strong, financial security our customers enjoy," "The

right combination for security and growth," and."So if you're looking

for a way to lock into banking security and financial growth."
0

kFirst Tennessee ran a February, 1983 ad in conjunction with its

takeover of the ailing United,kterican Bank. The ad was titled "A me3eage

to the citizens of Knoxyille from First Tennessee" and contained the

following jtatjient:
4

With over $4 billion .in assets, and nearly 120 years of experience
the First Tennessee sxstem has the financial resources to assure
a vund and dependable future.

Later First 'Tennessee product ads contained the words "First Tennessee has

the options I want and the financial strength to back them up.".

Beginning in February, 1983, Valley Fidelity Bank mounted'its "Strength"

advertising campaign. An example of an ad in this Campaign was titled

"Strength. A Statement of strength from Valley Ark" and contained the phase

"building strength through service."- In addition, the 40vertisement said:

Another, but less obvious, measure of a bank's strength 'is its
trust department. 'Valley Bank now has one of.the strongest and
largest %i.n East Tennessee.

and: ti

If you look at our numbers, our firsts and our statements of
condition, they speak for themselves, adding up to banking
qtrength...when you need it most.

7

INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE
,

il

A review of.the useof the other nine content categories reveal varying

patterns 0. use. For the Category of mergers and diversifications, institu-

tional ads rather than service ads were more likely to contain content on

- 13-
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this topic. Of the 14,adscoded'with a dominant rating in this category,

71.4 percent were institution4 ads; of the 18 ads coded with a passing

mention rating, 61.1 percent were institutional ads. Ipstitutional ads

were more likely, too, to address the topic of organizationalkresources.i

A total of 122 ads were coded as sontaining this contentcategory; 82 (67
w

percent) of these were institutional ads, whereas 39 (32 percent). were

service ads.

.
Physical resources content apfearbd in 212 of the ads studied: Of the

,-212, 118 (55 perce4)were service ads and 94 percent were institutional

ads. However, institutional ads in this category wee more likely to have

-a doMi ant rating with 60 (64 percent) of the 94 institutional ads showing
J ,1

this rating. The growth history category was most frequently found in

institutional ads. ,Of the 143 ads coded as having this content category,

59 percent were institutional ads; of these, 67 percent w e rated as having

dominant mention.

The company customers, category was more prevalent in service rather

than institutional.ads. .Fifty-eight percent of the 121 sds in this category

were service ads. This figure may be related to the frequent use of.the
4

service capabilities category in service ads-- customers and the bank's

ability to serve these customers go hand in hand.

The organization name'change and corpo ate emergencies categories were

er

handled almost exclusively by institutional adS. Eleven of the 14 ads which

were coded with name change content were institutional; six of the seven ad)i

4

coded with corporate emergency content were institutional.

Interestingly, the trademark protection category appeared most frequently.

as a passing mention in service ads. Of the 118 ads coded with this content .

category, 65 percent were service ads. The desire of the banks to maintain a

clear identity without drawing undue public notice may be related to this data.

- 14-



Another factor in examining the use of advertising is ad size. Table.

7 depicts the number of service and institutional ads by lelumn.inch cateL"
O

gories. The majority of the ds stleipd were less than 100 column iTiches.

Institutional ads did not differ markedly from service ads in size, except

for the two full-pa6 institution ads which the Unted American Bank

'621ensored.

-ow

INSERT TABLE 7 ABOUT HERE

When mean ad size.is'examined by year of use. ,andipocific,bank, howevei.,

\significant° differences becoliie evident. Table 8 shows a breakdown ok mean

ad sizes by year and biank. A oneway analysil of variance revealed that trip

mean ad size between 1982 and 1983 increased significantly rorithree.banks--

C C, Bank of Knoxville and Valley. A further ztatistical analysis uti4z-

.
ing the Sche?'te test Of significance revealed that only/c & C and the BAnk

of Knoxville had significant increase in ad size from 1982'to 1983.' It 0

should be noted that mean ad sizes for three banks ,above never exceeded 100..

column inches, and thus, was zithin the average`ra 9 of size for all the

g\toanks stu41.

(

INSERT TABLE 8 ABOUT HERE

CONCLUSIONS

This' data indicates that Knoxville banks responded to the community

bankintIcrisis by increasing the n Aber of used during the 1983 crisis

period, and in three cases, increas g t siz= of the ads used. The banks,

however, did not appear to continue this increased advertising activity in

the 1984 time period. It is notable that the United American Bank, which

f-in some respects initiated the bankinecrisis in Knoxville, was not a leader

4
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alb

06

in using service or institutionai ads to advertiss:ihe bank in any of the

time periodvtudied. The Butcher-related C & C Bank was also not a

reader in the number of ads used in thelime periods studied, but did

increas ad\size in the 1983 crisis perfbd.,

' The en\cRtegoriies of traditionalnon-product advertising appeared in

the ads studied but, only four categories--service capabilities,, economic

resources, physical resources and growth history--appeared, with high fre-
,

,quency in' all ads., regardless of whether the ads were coded,as.service or

institutional ads.' For the bank ads studied, this may indicie that

d/ traditional product ads may be utilizinginowroduct content in\selected

topic areas. In a time of bank crisis wit possible repercussions of mis-

trust from the community, the Knoxville banks appeared to ertiphi;size how I

`well the tanking industry could serve the people of Knoxville. Econdmic,

troubles were, not addressed as the low frequency of corporate emergencies

ca630. y attests. Strength .aid growth pckkential did appear in the ads' but

not in conjunction with any banking problems the community ny have been

,facing.
. . 4.

Institutional ads which were used bylthe banks contained traditional
, -..

content, particularly in the mergers anddiversifications., physical
i

resource"-, growth history, organization name change and corporate emergencies
.

I

categories: The frequency of institutional ad use did not differ kedly

from survey reports of overall nowrbduct ad use in this service indu try.

ki
Thus, regardless of the bankidg crisis, the Knoxville banks did not ap arent-

ly increase institutional ad use in proportions different from other

p

American banking institutions.

InterviewS with ttlp marketing directors of the banks studied revealed

some discrepancies between professed market strategies and actuaf number

and content of ads which appeared in the Knoxville newspapers. Th(ose



0
4

'discrepancies may reflect acreluctance to discuss advertiising'use in a

highly competitive and volatile market during a time of fiscal upheaval.

It does appear that a vell-planned advertising campaign may aid a ankq

position with consumers, especially if that campaign is part of a ongoing

effort and not only a response to a crisis.

I

a
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77. 16.1

4
66 13.8

/4

o .. 9 1.9,

10 2.1

5 1.0

Growth History

Company Customers
4

rganization Name Change

Trademark Protection .

Corporate EmergenciesCorporate Emergencies 5 1.0 2 .4 472 98.5

N r. 479

Percents are of all adsPercents are of all ads

66 13.8 336 70.1

55 11.5 358 74.1
%..../

e

5 1.0 465 97.1.
q.

# 108 22.5 361 Z5.4 4.

Ad Catekories .. ,DoWipant Passing Mention Not Present

..4b
li Percent r Percent

.
F Icrcent

1 4
. AP

. I Mergers t Diversifications 2.9 18 3.8 447 93.3
,

.4

..,'

Humn Resources . 4 11.3 68 14.2 357 74.5

Physigal Resources ,, -p 97 20.3 115, 244 267 55.7

EconOmic Resources 134.28.0 114 --23.13
k:231

48.2

SerVice Capabilities 340---71.Q 70 14.6 \,,69 $4.4

2 .4 472 98.5

N r. 479



TABLE 2

4.

Nilmber of Service and Institutional

Ads Used by Baits, 1982-484

C & C
A

Ba/ nk fl Knoxville
/

Frist Telpessoe
fr

First American

Park

United American

Valley

27

11

20

I I

Service Ads
Institutional Ads

1983 1984 1982 1983 .1984..

4.%

20 MO. 11
....

.
19 )5

9 25 17

54 0 13

8 14 1 17 4

( 31
-- 161 2 t

20 -.. 2 4

12 5 6 10 3

Service Ad: Focuses on specific bank rvidd

or pro such as loans, checking counts, IRAs,

money market accounts, CDs, trusts, credit cards

and/or investment services, etc

22

N .1: 463

..

Institutional Ad: Fetuses on

Image, attributes and identity

of bank and not primarily on a

banking product/or service

AIM
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TABLE 3

Number of Service or Product...ids*

January thru June

w

1982

1983

1984

TOTAL

January

35

14

6

55
._

February

18

44

1

63

1982

March

18

.54

4

72

- 1984

!RAI.

22

10

6

38

May

13

22

.

19

,54

%

' June

,3

24

3

30

1

TOTAL

109.

164 .

.,

39

312

*Ad focuses on specific banking service

accounts, savings accounts, IRAs, money

cards and/or investment services, etc.

L

or product such as loans, checking

market .accountsp.CDs, trusts,, credit



1982

-7.

1983

1984

TO 1L

a

TABLE 4

-.4Number of Institutional Ac11:

January through June

January February

1982.-

March

1984

April

2 13 7 20

5 32 2 8\
10 6 0 . 8

ir 5, 9 36

May June
I

TOTAL

1 2 45

9. 15 71

41

9 4 37 # l
-.

19 21 153

*Ad focuses on image, a tributes and identity of bank and not primarily on a
barking product.or servi e.

I

ry

e



TABLE 5

FREQUENCY OF ADS BY TYPE AND BANK

FOR4ERV4CE CAPABILITIES CATEGORY *

.Dominant

SERVICE ADS ,

.

Papsing Mention

C & C 40 5 -

Bank of KntviIle 32 7

First Tennessee 68 4

First American 25 ) 1

Park 57

i

0

United American 23 5
"NW

Valley 29 *NI., 6

p.

INSTITUTIONAL ADS .

Dominant Passing Mention

7 4

14 14

1$ tal

It l/

12 5

2 2

7 4' .

Defined as bank uses ad to tell customers of its ability to deliver servica to the
customer in ,a manner that is timely,{ convenient and effective for the %:ustomer; ad
may also focus on scope or types of bank's services.

NOTE: Figures represent number of times service capability content was found in
all ads sponsored by bank.

25

#1!
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TABLE 6

FREQUENCY OF ADS.BY TYPE AND BANK

FOR, ECONOMIC RESOURCES CATEGORY

74
Bank. Service Ads

C & Ci

Bank of Knoxville

First Tennessee

First American

?ark

k
United American

Valley

r

,Institutional Ads

Dominant Passing Mortion Dominant

11 8

4 12° 28

13

7

11

12

2'

"IP

'Passing Mention

1

3 ./

2

15 5

0 0

4 0

13 0

*Defined as bank uses ad to communicate economic strength and stability; may include
financial statement or position; may focus on monetary assets, stockhopings, net
worth, etc.; may emphasize federally insured accounts.

NOTE: Vigures represent number of times economic resources content was found in

all ads sponsored by bank.

a
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Column Inches

1 - 10

10 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 150

151 - 200

201 - 350

351 - 400

TOTAL

N=465

4,

TABLE 7

Number of Service and Institultional

Ads by Column Inches i

Service Ads

4

4.

Institutional Ada

3

55

72

8'

13

0

2

153

-410

27.
.

A

-



TABLE 8

Mean Ad Sizes In Column Inches

Bank
4;

C & C *

Bank of Knoxville

.--) First Tennessee

First American

Park

United American

Valley *

* * *

1982 - 1984

1982 1983 1984

50.6 70.9

63.7 100.2 84.3

46.7 57.3 53.1

64.6 56.0 43.5

53.4 65.0 58.4

49.6 73.8 MO.

44.1 56.9 50.5

Aignificant differences in ad sizes

C & C F P '<.°365.
Bank of Knoxville p 0.0104'

_Valley 7 p ..0079

**,significint Scheffe' (p <*05)
between 1982 and 1983

/N

2b
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